
Annual Members Meeting 1-28-13 

Meeting comes to order, 10:15pm at Zante’s Pizza & Indian, 3489 Mission St SF, CA 94110 

Attendance: 

Tom  

Jack 

John P 

Renaud 

Elena 

Joey 

Jason 

Karin 

Sean 

John W 

Agenda is announced by Tom Brown, President. The meeting will cover attendance, league, 

tournaments, incorporation, finances, and ballot count.  

1.) Attendance 

a. We are seeing a downward trend in adult attendance, albeit a small one. It’s not 

dramatic – in fact, it’s only down an average of one person per practice since 

the last quarter. Basically attendance hasn’t changed very much this year. Even 

so, how can we improve our attendance? We, as individuals and a club, should 

be more diligent about posting to craigslist, downloading/printing/posting 

promo flyers at sports clubs, sports retails outlets. Also, we can bring back old 

players by reaching out to them and inviting them back.  

b. New ideas proposed to increase attendance:  

i. Designate someone as a hockey promoter, whose job it is to increase 

attendance and lead the effort to boost attendance  

ii. Try and do a better job to retain the new recruits we do get 

iii. The game at King is too fast for beginners. Can we bring people to the 

YMCA instead? Should we try and start a new night at King? How can 

we adjust the attitude? Advanced players should work on skills if they 

don’t feel challenged and beginners try and push themselves. 

iv.  Can we do drills at the beginning every practice to reinforce good 

practices and learn from each other? Can skills & drills mirror the fitness 

program, by being organized and executed by a group leader?  

v. Can we get a presence at local colleges? SFSU does not have a pool. USF 

has a pool but has a gunnite bottom. There are no good pools for high 

level hockey in San Francisco. To get access to a university, you need to 



be a professor or a student, and even if you are in the organization that 

doesn’t guarantee access. 

c. Conclusion. The best night for beginners is the Friday YMCA, so let’s focus on 

sending beginners there. Very friendly, people don’t get hurt. At $15, it’s more 

expensive than sending them to King, but it’s still a reasonable price for a night’s 

entertainment + free gear and instruction. Thursdays are the medium game 

where we mix experienced and new players. Monday will remain the fast night. 

One drawback is that the YMCA is not part of the general hockey community, 

they are part of their own internal organization.  

d. Children’s practice attendance: the Friday night children program has been 

exceeding attendance expectations. There is no formal record of the children’s 

attendance but generally 10-20 kids show up and sometimes more. The big 

issue with children’s attendance is that there are not enough coaches. There is a 

calendar that users can edit for coach rosters as well as email chains. Some 

people rely exclusively on the emails, but the calendar provides more visibility 

and ensures that there will be enough people. There isn’t an issue with the 

process of signing up coaches, but we need to be proactive in getting coaches to 

sign up and show up.    

2.) League 

a. We invested time and effort for our Fall League, and it increased attendance. 

Enthusiasm waned in the second month, so let’s shorten the league to a single 

round robin and one month duration. If there is interest, we can do both a Fall 

and Spring league, lasting one month each.  

b. Suggestions for improvement: 

i. We need to improve the rules, especially in regards to the duration of 

the tournament and for substitutions.  

ii. Let’s plan out the whole league in advance so that there is a set 

schedule and people know when they are playing.  

iii. It’s difficult to get people to start on time. We should hold them 

accountable and make no exceptions for late players.  

iv. Showing up on time will resolve some problems. Let’s encourage people 

to get there on time. Let’s start on time and get the games going.  

c. These suggestions will be taken into consideration for the next league. The rules 

will be determined by a future committee, not at this meeting. 

3.) Tournaments 

a. Potluck – we did one, we’re doing another one. It generally breaks even, but can 

be plus or minus $300. Well worth it. PCC’s was more profitable but takes more 

time.  

4.) Incorporation 

The current legal framework of the San Francisco Sea Lions Underwater Hockey club is 

an “unincorporated association.” While this structure is simple and easy to maintain, it 



can sometimes lead to problems which can be avoided with a corporate structure. 

Therefore, the steering committee decided to investigate our options for incorporating 

as a non-profit, tax exempt organization. 

Some advantages of incorporating the club: 

 Eliminates the risk of personal liability. In the event of a legal action under our 

current status, the members of the steering committee are 100% personally 

liable for debts, injuries, lawsuits, etc incurred by the club. In certain instances, 

individual members of the club could be held personally liable as well. 

Incorporating the club absolves individuals from liability. 

 To make it easier to write contracts and solicit prizes, grants, donations, and 

other contributions to the club  

 Incorporation imparts a degree of legitimacy and prestige to the organization 

The incorporation process. Incorporating a non-profit is very similar to incorporating a 

business. We already have a charter, a steering committee, meetings, and minutes, so 

filing the articles of incorporation was simply a matter of gathering these documents 

together. These documents have been filed (at a cost of $35) and we are waiting for a 

reply from the Secretary of State. Once we have our non-profit incorporation 

documents, we will file for a separate application for tax-exempt status. All non-profits 

are subject to a minimum $800 business tax without this exemption, so it is crucial that 

we apply for tax-exempt status.  Then it’s simply a matter of filing annual paperwork 

with state agencies and the IRS to maintain this status. These responsibilities will fall to 

the Secretary of the club’s steering committee and I propose that we amend our club 

charter to reflect these responsibilities.  

Choosing our nonprofit category. One of the major decision we had to make was 

whether to incorporate as a 501(c)3 or 501(c)7. One advantage of C3 organizations is 

that they can solicit tax-deductible contributions, but the burden is on the organization 

to prove that it serves a greater community good. We could have argued that our 

children’s program met the C3 criteria, but it would have been a stretch as it makes up a 

small part of our operating budget. The C7 is specifically designed for social and 

recreation clubs (including sports teams) and seemed to us to be the wiser choice. We 

can always change our status at a later time if we deem it to be advantageous, or if we 

have people lining up to donate money.      

Cost: There will be a one-time filing fee of approximately $250 that will pay for all filing 

fees with the CA Secretary of State, CA Dept of the Treasury, and the IRS. How do we 

report income? How will it affect our income? Answer: we are tax exempt.  

a. Questions and issues raised in regards to this incorporation 

i. Can we afford it? How much to we pay up front, and annually?  



ii. How will we report income? Do we really want to subject ourselves to 

investigation? 

iii. Wouldn’t it be better to incorporate as a 501(c)3 and solicit tax 

deductions? This would be advantageous for anyone who makes 

itemized deductions.  

iv. Do we have any legal counsel within the hockey network that we can 

rely on? 

5.) Finances – practices have been making more money than they cost. We are positive 

$6,000 for the year. PCC’s made $2,600, although we lost $300 due to paypal fees and 

other commissions. We put some money into nationals. We gained $8,000 over the year 

2012. The response to that is to reduce the fees. We have about $13k in our accounts, 

so we can switch from mandatory fees to suggested donations. We will continue to 

track attendance and how much you donate and make those figures public. We can 

reduce fees 30%. We can give at least a month of free hockey to new players.  

a. Counter-proposal: let’s take the money that we are making and spend it on the 

club. We can do a party, get new equipment, pay for people to go to the YMCA 

who have financial hardship, and solicit ideas from the club for other ad hoc 

items.  

6.) Ballot counts 

a. The ballots were counted twice by two different groups of people. The numbers 

were slightly off but the results were the same each time: the members of the 

2013 steering committee will be Tom Brown, John Wagner, and Gustavo Pesce. 

7.) Wrap-up: There are other items that need to be addressed, including the upcoming 

potluck tournament, but the restaurant is closing and we are out of time. Please 

continue to use the website and email chain to share your ideas.  

Meeting is adjourned, 11:30pm.  

 

 

 


